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1. Introduction 
This paper concerns the asymptotic behavior of Hankel integral of the type 
O0 
H(')(to; f )=fo  J ' ( tox)f(x2)x'+: dx, (1.1) 
where J, are Bessel functions. 
Integral (1.1) includes two important cases of trigonometric integrals. Indeed, setting v = ½ 
and v = - ½ in (1.1), one finds 
H(1/2)(to; f )  -- (2/~rto)l/2 ff°sin( tox ) f (  x2)x dx, (1.2) 
H(-a/2)(to; f )  = (2/¢rto)l/2fffcos(tox)f(x2) dx. (1.3) 
In principle, to derive asymptotic estimates for these integrals, one may apply several effective 
methods. For instance, if f (x  2) is infinitely differentiable on [0, oo), and each of the integrals 
oO 
fo COS(toX)Xkf(k)(X2) dx, k=0,  1, . . .  
converges uniformly for all sufficiently large to, then integration by parts may be directly applied 
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to the integral (1.3); however, when f(x 2) is an even function, the resulting expansion is 
identically zero. 
This inconvenient behavior is discussed by Olver in [9, pp. 78-79], where a method based on 
Cauchy residues is suggested as standard remedy. 
Asymptotic estimates of H(°)(to; f )  (that is integral (1.1) with p = 0) when f(z) is an entire 
function are given in [3], where a complete asymptotic expansion when f(z) is a meromorphic 
function is also obtained. However, as pointed out by the same authors, their method cannot be 
extended to the more general integral of the type (1.1). The method that we are going to consider 
does not seem to suffer of such a restriction: see Theorem 3.1 and related examples. 
Another approach, as an alternative for the one in [3], is given in [4] where asymptotic 
expansions of H(')(to; f )  are obtained by expanding f (z)  in a series of Laguerre polynomials. 
In the present paper we assume that f(s) is a function of complex variable sufficiently regular 
at infinity. We establish an alternative form of integral (1.1) which will show itself to be suitable 
for constructing complete meaningful asymptotic expansions. This new representation for 
H(")(to; f )  involves the Laplace transform of f(s) and is specified in equation (2.5) of the next 
section. This is the key result which will constitute the basis for all subsequent arguments. The 
idea which supplied the impetus for it is in Examples 4 and 5 of [4]. 
2. The key result 
We start by recalling, for later references, ome basic facts about Laplace transform. 
Let F(t) be a complex valued function of the real variable t which satisfies: 
(a) F(t) =0 for t < 0; 
(b) F(t) is piecewise continuous in (0, 00); 
(c) the limit F(0 + ) need not exist, but IF(t) I is integrable at t = 0. 
If f(s) is the Laplace transform of F(t), then f(s) is represented by 
f ( s )=fo  e-S'F(t) dt, f=.L,e(F) (2.1) 
with 
Re s > a, (2.2) 
where a is the abscissa of simple convergence. 
Recall also that the infimum of all numbers Re s such that s satisfies 
fo le-~tF(t) l dt<~ (2.3) 
is called abscissa of absolute convergence. We note that in most cases of practical interest he 
abscissa of absolute convergence coincides with o and this is the maximum of the real parts of 
the singularities of f(s). Through the rest of the paper we assume that f=  .W(F) verifies all these 
conditions, unless otherwise specified. 
Lemma 2.1. Let f=-.Z'( F); that is, f( s) is given by (2.1). l f  F( t) is such that the integral (in the 
sense of Lebesgue ) 
oO ~ 2 fo [J'(tox)x'+ll fo [e-X tF(t)l dt dx (2.4) 
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is finite, then 
where Re 1, > -1 .  
o. (o:)  
2 "+1 fo exp - ~-  t- '- lF(t) dt, (2.5) 
Proof. First we note that 
oO 2 fo e-'XS'(tox)x'+ 
where t > 0 and Re v > -1 .  
to, ( to2) 
1 dx = exp - ~-  (2.6) 
(2t),+1 
Integral (2.6) is given in [5, 6.631.4, p. 717]. It may be easily proved by replacing [1, 9.1.10] 
J,(tox) = ( -~)"  ~. (--to2X2/4)k 
, _0  
into the right-hand side of (2.6) and by using Euler's integral in the resulting series. 
Setting s = x 2 in (2.1) and substituting this into (1.1), changing the order of integration and 
using (2.6), we obtain formally (2.5). Under assumption (2.4) the inversion of the order of 
integration may be rigorously justified by invoking Fubini's theorem. This completes the proof of 
the lemma. [] 
So, if the inverse of Laplace transform or information about this is known, one may be able to 
use it to form asymptotic expansion for H(')(to; f )  for large values of to. In the rest of the paper 
we see whether such an approach is general and examine some of its consequences. 
In order to accomplish this we distinguish two different points of view. 
In the former, which is mainly developed in the next section, an explicit expression for 
F =.~a--lf is supposed to be known. This requires a fairly well-known task. For example, it can 
be carded out by using tables of Laplace transform which may be enlarged by applying known 
operational rules of the Laplace transform. In this circumstance we shall show the usefulness of 
representation (2.5) by examples. Moreover, we shall demonstrate hat, in deriving asymptotic 
expansions, one may take advantages of operational properties of H(')(to; f )  which follow from 
certain operational rules of Laplace transform and representation (2.5). 
In the second approach, which does not involve explicit expressions for F(t), we require only 
asymptotic estimates of F(t) for t ~ oo. These, in turn, are obtained from an integral representa- 
tion of F(t) in terms of f. We consider this in Section 4. 
Remark 2.1. A delicate point in the application of Lemma 2.5 is the verification of the condition 
of Fubini's theorem. As an example of failure take 
f ( s )=(1  +s2) - l - -~(s in t ) ,  Res>0,  
so that [5, 6.537] 
H(°)(to; / )=-ke i ( to ) ,  
where kei(to) is a Kelvin function. 
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Here Lemma 2.1 gives a meaningless result. The reason of this is that the function t-~ sin t is 
not absolutely integrable at infinity. 
A class of functions for which representation (2.5) holds is provided by the functions which 
are Laplace transform with negative absolute abscissa of convergence. In fact, if f(s - a) =Aa(F) 
is a Laplace transform with zero absolute abscissa of convergence and if a > 0, then using 
dumping rule of Laplace transform [7, p. 217] and properties (a), (b), (c) of F it follows that 
f0 exp - -a t  t-~-lF(t) dt < ~,  (2.7) 
holds for all sufficiently large co. 
3. Some applications of representation (2.5) 
It is known that, starting with some basic correspondence f= Se(F), one may derive further 
correspondences by means of the operational rules of Laplace transform [7, p. 209]. 
In this section we show that some of these rules infer correspondences between integrals 
H(")(co, f )  involving different integrand function f. A consequence of this is that, starting with 
known asymptotic expansions of H(')(~o; f),  one may immediately produce asymptotic expan- 
sions for H(")(co; g) where g is related to f by integration or differentiation. We shall see this by 
examples that at the same time serve as illustration of the theorems. 
First we introduce suitable notations. Denote by f(n)--f(")(s) the n th derivative of f(s) and 
let 
f ( - " ) - f ( - " ) ( s )= f~ "" ft f(t)(dt)" n- - l ,2 ,  , . . .~  
where it is understood that the integral is repeated n time. 
Theorem 3.1. Let H(~)(co; f )  be given by (1.1) and let f satisfying all conditions of Lemma 2.1. 
Then 
and 
H(')(co; f("))=(-1)"(co"/2")H('-")(~; f )
H(')(CO; f ( - " ) )=  (2"/a~")H("+n)(w; f )  
where n = 1, 2 . . . . .  
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Proof. If f=A"(F )  it is known that [7, p. 213] 
f(")=(-1)".,q'(t"F), n=l ,2  .... 
from which, because of representation (2.5), it follows 
, exp- 7 t"-'-'e(t)dt. (3.3) 
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In virtue of this and of (2.5), again, equation (3.1) formally follows. A nonformal proof 
requires more informations about f. For a class of functions f for which integral (3.3) exists see 
Remark 2.1. Using [7, p. 214] 
f~-") =.oq°(/-"F), n = 1, 2 . . . . .  
and integral representation (2.5), equation (3.2) similarly follows. This proves Theorem 3.1. [] 
Example  3.1. Let 
gn(s) (1 +s)  -"-1/2 = , n=0,1  . . . .  (3 .4)  
so that 
dx. (3.5) 
We consider firstly the case n = 0; that is, 
5 ; = m cos(wx)(1 + x2) -1/2 dx. (3.6) 
To determine an estimate of this integral as o~ ~ oo, note that 
go(S)=.~[(~t) -1/2 e- ' ] ,  Re s>0.  (3.7) 
This can be deduced by means of a table of Laplace transforms [1, 17.13.9] or, alternatively, 
by expanding o(S) at infinity and using Euler's integral and analytic continuation. 
In view of (2.3), an application of Lemma 2.1 to (3.6) gives 
j0 [( 1)] H(-a/2)(~; go)-- ½ exp -~ ~'+ ~ I "-1 dz (3.8) 
where we take ~" -- o~t as a new variable. 
Integral (3.8) can be written as the sum of two integrals on the interval 0 ~< r ~< ½ and 
1 ~< ~- < oo, respectively. If in the first integral we replace (4~-) -1 by a new variable we find 
jl;:Xp[ ( 1)], H(-X/2)(o~; go)= -o~ ~'+ ~ r -  d1". (3.9) 
We are now in a position to apply the Laplace's method to (3.9) [9, Theorem 8.1, p. 86]. This 
produces 
(__~_~ a/2 e_,O(1_ 1 H(-1/2)(6°; go) - ~ 260 / ~ + 
as  ¢d ---~ ~.  
9 +. . . )  (3.10) 
128o: 2
To generalize this result to any positive integer n we note that the nth derivative of go is given 
by 
g(o , ) ( s )=(_ l ) , l ' 3 " " (2n-1)  , /2_  , r ( ,+ l )  
2" (1 + s ) - " -  - ( -1 )  2" g.(s), 
where we take into account (3.4). 
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Thus, a straightforward application of Theorem 3.1 and (3.10) gives 
H("-'/z)(w; g.) = ( -1 ) "  
,rrl/2 
r(,+½) /_/(°-,,2,(,~; go,.,)= 
tl 
'rrl/2 ~n H(-1/2)(6°; go) 
r(.+ ½1 
'rrl/2 6on-1 ( 1 e_ ~ ~ 9 ) 
r(n+½) 2" 1 -  ,, +- -+. . -128w 2 
as w ---, ~ .  
Another application of Theorem 3.1 is considered in Example 6.2. In the next Example 3.2 w~ 
examine an integral of type (1.1) in which the integrand function is given by the product of tw( 
Laplace transforms. The purpose of this is to search for possible implications of the convolutiol 
theorem of Laplace transform. 
Example 3.2. If we assume 
g(s) = (s + 1) -1 e-V0(s ), 
then 
(3.11 
fo00 2 I°(x:) dx, (3.12 H(')(°~; S)= e-~J~('~x)x~+' x: +-----i- 
where I o is a modified Bessel function. 
To determine G =.9~-1(g) we put 
gx(s) - (s+ 1)- ' ,  g2(s)=e-Vo(S) 
so that g = glg2 and 
G=-~l(gl  g2)=-Se-l(gl) * -9~-1(g2), (3.131 
where we apply the convolution theorem [7, Theorem 10.4b, p. 241]. Note that [1, 29.3.8 
29.3.124] 
,~_l(g,) __ e_/, .L~_ 1(g2) _ __l u( t ) - -u ( t - -2 )  
~r [t(2_t)]l/2 ' 
where u(t) is the unit step function defined in [1, 29.1.3]. Thus 
00 
G(t )=[u( t ) -u ( t -2 ) ] fo  e-(/-')[1"(2--q-)] -a/2 d~', 
whence 
IG(t) l=O(e-t), O<~t<~oo. 
Using this in the integral representation f H(")(w; g) given by Lemma 2.1, we obtain 
H(")(to; g) = O w a~" exp 4t t t -ae"- I  dt . 
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Treating this in the same way as the integral (3.8), we get 
H(')(a~; g) = O(¢o -' /2 e-~'), to--* ~ .  
This result is valid in more general circumstances. 
Theorem 3.2. Let a < 0 and let g( s ) be analytic in the half-plane Re s > a. Assume that for all s 
such that Re s > a, 
lira g(s) -- O. (3.14) 
$- -*  O0 
Set 
where 
f ( s )=g(s ) / ( s+b) ,  
0<b<la l .  
I f  H(')(¢o; f )  is the integral (1.1) with f given by (3.15), then 




Proof. Under the above assumptions for g(s), we know that for all s such that Re s > a, 
g =.Z(G) where G satisfies properties (a), (b), (c) of Section 2. 
Noting that 
(s + b)- I  =£~'(e-b'), Re s> -b ,  
an application of the convolution theorem proves that for all s such that Re s > -b ,  
F(t)=.gg-x(f)=e -a' • G(tl=e-btff(t), 
where 
,e(t)  = 
(3.18) 
Because if(t) is continuous in the interval [0, ~)  and e-bt4 = 0 throughout his interval, we 
have 
F(t)  = O(e-t't), 0~<t< oo. (3.19) 
This follows from the fact that F(t)/e -bt is continuous and therefore bounded over any finite 
interval. 
Moreover, since l i l T l  t .,.. o0 F(t) = g( - b) and since 
oo 
fo le-StG( t) l dt<oo 
holds for Re s > a, inequality (3.16) implies I g( - b) I < ¢~- Thus, from the last member of (3.18) 
we get 
F(t) =O(e-bt),  t ~ ~.  (3.20) 
Taking this into account it is easy to see that the integral representation of H(')(oa; f )  given 
by Lemma 2.1 is valid. Using (3.19) and (3.20) in (2.5) we find 
H(')(°J; f)--O[°aRe'f0=°exp ( °a24t bt) t-tee'-1 dt]. 
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Starting from this, estimate (3.17) follows by adopting the same procedure of Example 3.2. 
Results similar to those of Theorem 3.2 may be established for classes of functions with 
multiple poles in the left half plane. 
4. Further applications of representation (2.5) 
When function f in integral H(~)(w; f),  given by (1.1), is a Laplace transform, we may use 
representation (2.5) for H(")(~; f). In Section 3, we see that if analytical expressions for 
F=.L~--l(f) are available, integral (2.5) may be useful in deriving asymptotic expansions for 
H(~)(~o; f).  
In this section we consider the problem of determining the order of magnitude and the 
asymptotic behavior of H~)(~0; f )  given by (2.5) without requiring any explicit expression for F. 
We shall see that this is fairly generally possible if one knows enough informations about the 
nature of the singularities of f. 
Our approach is based on the knowledge of an asymptotic estimate of F(t) as t---, oo. To 
provide this estimate, we take into consideration Haar's method [9, p. 316; 8]. This is a general 
procedure which provides a way of estimating asymptotic behavior of F(t) by using the complex 
inversion formula for Laplace transforms. This is 
1 
F ( / ) - -  fx+'~eStf(s) ds, x>~o a, (4.1) 
2"rri -x-i~ 
where the integral is to be interpreted as a Cauchy principal value and where o a is the abscissa of 
absolute convergence of F. 
Following this vein it is possible to characterize a variety of classes of functions for which 
integral (2.5) has an asymptotic expansion. 
For instance, let f be analytic everywhere outside and on a simple closed contour C. By 
invoking Cauchy's residue theorem we may deform the path of integration so that integral (4.1) 
becomes 
F ( / )=  2'rril fcetSf(s) ds. (4.2) 
If, for example, f(s) is a rational function vanishing at infinity with poles at sl, s2 .. . . .  s,,,, 
then by partial fraction decomposition it can be written as a finite sum of functions of the form 
rn k 
E ak'j 
j-x (s-  skY" 
Using this in (4.2) and evaluating the residues of etSf(s) at sj, we find 
m mk 
F(t) = E eskt E ak.j 
k-X j -1  (J - 1)----'~ t J-l" 
Thus for every a such that a > max Re s k, it follows immediately 
F(t) -- o(eat), as t ~ oo. (4.3) 
If a < 0 the estimate of H(')(to; f )  by means of (2.5) and (4.3) is straightforward. 
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Another sample of the use of (4.2) is given in Example 6.3. 
Estimate (4.3) can be generalized to functions F with nonrational Laplace transform. The next 
theorem considers a situation which includes rational functions and the class of functions taken 
into account in Theorem 3.2. However we observe that condition (4.6) below, which may be 
difficult to be verified, is not necessary in Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 4.1. Let a > 0 and let f ( s ) be analytic in the half plane 





limf(s)=O, s~L,  (4.5) 
$---* O0 
oo f_" If(x+iy)l dy<oo,  (x+iy )~L .  (4.6) 
oo 
f )  = o(o, e 
as  tO'--* 00 .  
(4.7) 
Proof. Conditions (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) imply that, for s ~ L, f(s) is a Laplace transform of some 
function F(t) satisfying properties (a), (b), (c) stated in Section 2 and that for all real t the 
integral (4.1) exists and is independent of x [7, p. 290]. 
Setting s-- -a2+ iw and substituting this into (4.1) with x = -a  2 (following the general 
assumptions of Section 2 we suppose o A = -a : )  we get 
f ( t )=  e-~2t~ f*__ ~eitWf(-a + iw) dw. 
Note that, because of (4.6), the last integral converges uniformly at + 00, for all sufficiently 
large t. 
Application of Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma [9, Theorem 4.1, p. 73] then shows that 
F(t) =o(e-a2t), t~  00. 
Because of this and the properties of F(t), we have 
F(t)=O(e-~2'), O<~t<~oo 
from which, proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, estimate (4.7) immediately follows. 
Under additional assumptions on the class of functions f taken into consideration i  Theorem 
4.1 one may derive complete asymptotic expansions for H(')(t0; f).  A sample of this is given in 
Theorem 4.2. Let f(s) be an analytic function in the complex plane cut along a half line in the 
direction of the negative real axis; that is in the set [arg(s + ot 2) [ < qr with 
a > 0. (4.8) 
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Let f (s)  be satisfying conditions (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) of Theorem 4.1. If, in addition, there is h > 0 
and Ix > - 1 such that 




s ~ -a  2, (4.9) 
o~ oo B j .k  
f ) -e  E Z 
k=o j=o 
o~---, ~,  (4.10) 
2x~ +~(2,rwt) l/2aXk-j+~+ 
BJ't" = F ( -hk  - IX) A j (Xk + IX + v + 1)fk, 
provided that the coefficients A j (hk  + IX + v + 1) satisfy (4.15) below. 
(4.11) 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 it can be shown that F=.L~-1(f )  is represented by (4.1) 
with o A = -o t  2. Under the present assumptions of f ,  integral (4.1) takes the form 
F(t) = ~ f(~2+'l)et'f(s) ds (4.12) 
L I  I~ d _ O0 
where the path of integration comprises the lower and upper sides of the real axis to the left of 
the point - a 2 + ~, say, together with the circle [ s + a 2 [ = ~. 
To determine an asymptotic expansion for F(t),  as t---, oo, we apply, tal~ing into account of 
(4.9), Haar's method to (4.12). This produces (see [10, p. 182] or Example 6.4 where an analogous 
calculation is performed) 
fk -Xk-~,-1 (4.13) F( t ) -e -a2t  Y ". r(_xk_ix)  t 
k~O 
as t ~ oo, where the coefficients fk are the same of (4.9). Since all condition of Lemma 2.1 are 
satisfied (see Remark 2.1) representation (2.5) is valid. Using (4.13) in (4.5) we find 
w~ ~ fk (2a)  xk+~÷'+l 
f) - T; Yo r ( -xk -  ix) -d- Kxk+~'+"+'(aw) 
where we have taken into account the following integral for the modified Bessel function [5, 
3.471.9] 
C(  ) exp 4t aEt th-1 d t= ~a Kh(aW). 
For any given h and for t ---, oo it is known that [9, p. 250] 
Kh( t ) -  -~ ~, Ak(h)t  -k, (4.14) 
k~O 
with 
(4h 2 -  11)(4h 2 -  32) --- [4h 2 -  (2k -  1) 2 ] 
Ak(h) (4.15) 
8kk!  
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The use of (4.14), (4.15) in the above asymptotic relation for H(')(to; f )  gives (4.10), (4.11) 
and completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
The case h = 1 makes things easier. Indeed expansion (4.10) reduces to 
oo Ck (4.16) 
H(')(to; f ) -  F ( -p )  k-O 
as a ~ oo, where the coefficients Ck follow from Bj, k. The first three coefficients are 
Co =/o ,  -- + + 1)fo - 
C 2 = a-2A2(#+ v+ 1)f o -  2(/x + 2)A1( p+ i, + 2)f  1 + a2(p+ 1)(/x+ 2)f  2, 
where the coefficients Ak are given by (4.15). 
In the case in which f is analytic in the complex plane cut along the complete negative real 
axis, that is in the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 with a -- 0, it may be interesting to note that, in 
contrast with all previous results, that the integral Ht')(a; f )  does not decays exponentially for 
large values of to. This cannot be obtained by letting a ---, 0 in expansion (4.10) or (4.16): see for 
instance the above expressions of the coefficients Ck in which it appears evident that the 
coefficients do not depend continuously on ot at a = 0. Nevertheless, Lemma 2.1 shows to be 
useful once more and we can state: 
Theorem 4.3. Let f (  s ) be satisfying all the conditions of Theorem 4.2 with (4.8) replaced by 
a=0.  (4.17) 
1f for any given )~ > 0 and I~ > - 1, f (s)  satisfies 
oO 
f ( s ) -  Y~. fk sxk+~, S ~0,  (4.18) 
k=0 
and if v > -I~ - 1, then 
g F(hk  + p + p + 1) / 2 \2(hk+.+l)+*, 
H(')(to; f) ½ k=02" F ( -hk - l~)  fk~-'d) (4.19) 
as to---* O0. 
Proof. By repeating the same argument used in the proof of Theorem 4.2 we establish expansion 
(4.13) with a = 0; i.e. 
oo  fk t-Xk-~-l (4.20) 
F( t ) -  E F ( -hk -p)  
k-O 
as  t ---* oo. 
Taking ~- - t-1 as new variable in representation (2.5) it follows 
to__L ff Ht')(to; f )  ffi 2,+1 exp(- I to2'r) ' r ' - lF( ' r  -1) dl". (4.21) 
Since p + ~, > -1  and (4.20) the function ~"-lF('r-1) is integrable at ~-  0. Moreover, for any 
given p and for all sufficiently large to the integral in (4.21) is convergent. 
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In view of this and of (4.20) an application of Watson's Lemma [9, p. 81] to the integral (4.21) 
produces (4.19). This is the required result. [] 
Results similar to those of the above theorems may be established for functions with 
singularities of different ype. See Example 6.4. 
5. A class of functions defined by their Maclaurin series 
All the results of the previous sections rely on the Laplace integral representation f the 
integrand function f. It may be interesting to note that analogous results for Ht~)(a~; f )  may 
also exist when f is represented by a certain type of Maclaurin series. 
To see this, let 
oo 
E (5.1) 
k=O "~"  '~" ' 
where the number c k is the moment of order k of the linear functional c defined by 
Ok=C( / ) ,  k - -0 ,1  . . . . .  (5.2) 
Functionals of this form have several applications in the theory of approximation [6]. 
For example, if we take 
k Ck=c(tk)=(--1) fo tkF(t) dt' 
with F satisfying conditions (a), (b), (c) of Section 2, then f is formally given by a Laplace 
integral and the situation described in the previous ection is recovered. 
More generally, if p, q are given functions and if 
Ck=C(p k) ---- f b[--p(t)]kq(t) dt, (5.3) 
then representation (5.1) takes the form 
f(s) = fabeXp[-p(t)s]q(t) dt. (5.4) 
Substitution of this into (1.1) gives (formally) 
~" bex p Ht')(t~; f )=  2 "+-'---T 4p(t)  
where we have again used (2.6). 
It is likely that analogously to the particular case previously treated (a = 0, b = oo, p(t) --- t) 
the application of standard methods to (5.5) may produce asymptotic expansions for Ht')(~; f) ,  
as a~ ---, ~.  For instance, if one knows that p-1 and q(p)-'-~ satisfy suitable conditions near 
t = a [9, p. 81], Laplace's method is applicable. 
Two cases in which f is represented by series of the form (5.1) are illustrated in next section. 
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6. More example 
Example 6.1. The following integral is treated in [9, p. 79] using contour integration. 
e-pax z
f0 ~ sin(~x)x dx, (6.1) s (  ~ ) = x~ + r ~ 
where r, p are positive constants and oa is positive. 
Integral (6.1) is, apart from an irrelevant multiplicative factor, an integral of the type (1.2) 
with f (x  z) given by 
f (x  2) =e-p2X:(x 2+ r2) -1 
Noting that [1, 29.3.8] 
+ Re > - r  : ,  
and using the translation rule of the Laplace transform [7, p. 216], we find 
f(s) =.ga[e-'=(t-p=)u(t- p2)l, 
where u(t) is the unit step function. 
According to (6.2), an application of Lemma 2.1 to (6.1) gives 
ao2 ~ ~ r2t t -3/2 dt. 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
To find an asymptotic expansion for this, take r = (4/) -1 asnew variable in (6.3) and write 
the resulting integral in the form 
[So ( ½~1/2~ er=~ = ~exp -,~=~ d~ S(~0) 
Evaluating explicitly the first integral [5, 3.325] and using repeated integration by parts in the 
second integral, it follows 
s(~,/= ½~exp(-~r+,=o ~) ~"/~0exp - 
oJ 
×[1+ ~(2r2p2-1)+ 4p4(3-12r2p2 +4r4p4) +O( 1)] ' o 7 "  -~g 
as o~ ~ oo. The first term of this expansion coincides with the result obtained in [9, p. 79] using 
contour integration. 
Example 6.2. In order to demonstrate an application of Theorem 3.1 take 
OO 
t4('~(,o; &)=fo J'(~x)x'÷a&(x=)dx' ~>0, (6.4) 
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where E, is the generalized exponential integral [9, p. 43]. Function En(s ) may be recursively 
defined by 
E,(s)= f, E,_l(t )dt, n=l ,2 , . . . ,  (6.5) 
with 
Eo(s)=s -1 e-*. (6.6) 
First, we determine an expansion for integral (6.4) with n = 0; i.e. H(')(o0; Eo). To do this 
note [1, 29.3.61] 
Eo(s)=.~[u(t-1)] (6.7) 
where u(t), as usual, denotes the unit step function. Considering (6.7) and Lemma 2.1, we get 
H(')(w; E0)= 2,+1 exp -~- ]  dt. 
Similar as for the integral (6.3), take ~" = t-x as new variable and write the resulting integrals 
in terms of the sum of two definite integrals on the interval [0, ~]  and [1, ~], respectively. Using 
Euler's integral in the former and applying, after replacing of ,r by ~" + 1, Watson's Lemma and 
binomial expansion to the latter we find 
H(')(a~; Eo) -  ~; '  1 -  E F(p-k)  (6.8) 
k~0 
as  o~ ----> oo .  
On the other hand, relation (6.5), (6.6) implies 
e . (s )  = . . . . .  
wher we use the notation of Section 3. 
Thus, from Theorem 3.1 and (6.8) it follows 
2" H('+n)(o~; Eo) H" ) ( ° ;  E") --- H")(°~; E°(-")) = o~" 
¢02n+)  ' 1 - e - J /4  1 _ 
+ n - k )  
as  ~ ----> oo .  
Example 6.3. For the purpose of illustrating an application of integral (4.1) take 
oO 
H(')(~°; f )= fo J'(°°x)x'+l n(1 + x -2) dx (6.9) 
with Re v > - 1. Here we have 
f ( s ) - ln (1  +s  -1) 
which is an analytic function in the complex plane cut along the segment [ -1 ,  0]. In virtue of 
this and of (4.1), we may represent F---La'-l(f) by 
F(t) = ~ f e t* ln(1 + s -1) ds (6.10) 
2,rri Jc 
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where C is a simple closed curve encircling the interval [ -  1, 0]. Note that 
tim ln(1 + s -1) -- 0, 
$---* ~ 
and that 
tim (s+ 1) In(l +s-') = tim s In(l +s-i) =0. 
s---. -1  s ---, 0 
Because of these, an application of Cauchy's theorem to the integral (6.10) gives 
F ( t )= 2-~1 f01e-tX[ln(1 + e-i*'x-1) - ln(1 + ei~'x-1)] dx 
= fie -'x dx = t-'(l + e-t), (6.11) 
JO 
where by ln(1 + e-i"x -:)  and ln(1 + ei~x -1) we have denoted respectively the value of In(1 + s-:)  
on the upper and lower edges of the cut. 
By considering (6.11) and Lemma 2.5 and by using Euler's integral and Laplace's method in 
the resulting integral, we obtain 
2"+lF(v + 1) (2~3 1)/2 ( 4 (v+1)2- -1  ) 
• e - '~ 1+ +. . -  H(')(~°' f ) -  ~,+2 8o~ 
as  oJ ---* oo.  
Example  6.4. To illustrate an application of the method of Section 4 we assume function f in 
integral Ht')(a~; f )  given by 
f(x2 ) _- ln(x 2 + 1) (6.12) 
(x 2 + 1) 2 + 1" 
In this case representation (4.1) takes the form 
1 tx+i~ ,, ln (s+l )  
F(t)  = _--= e ds, (x> -1 ) .  
2,rr: Jx-ioo (s + 1) 2 + I 
The singularities of the integrand consist of two simple poles with residues ~r- exp[- (1 + i)t]/4 
at s - -1  q: i and a branch point at s = -1 .  Application of the Cauchy residue theorem to a 
suitable boundary of the upper and lower half plane gives 
I_Q._ /-(-:+)eS , ln(s + 1) ds, 
F(t)  = ½~r e- '  cos t + 2~ri J_ ~ (s + 1) 2 + 1 
where the same notation of integral (4.12) is adopted. Substituting the expansion 
oo 
[ l+(s+l )2 ]  -x= )". ( - -1 )k (s+l )  2k, I s+11<1,  
k-0  
and making the change of variable 'r = t(s + 1), we get 
= (--1)k(2k)! t---, oo, (6.13) F(t)  - ½,rr e- '  cos t - e- '  E t2k+l , 
k-O 
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where we have used 
This follows from the parametric differentiation of Hankel’s loop integral for the reciprocal of 
Gamma function [9, p. 381 and from the reflection formula of Gamma function [9. p. 351. 
By considering (6.13) a complete asymptotic expansion for H’“‘( w; f) can be deduced. Since 
this can be done in the manner of the proof of expansion (4.10) we state, without any comment, 
the desired result 
&‘)(Q; f) - ($)“* eey, goAj(2k + v + 1) (-1)~_r~~J(2k)’ 
+ ( ,.,a:,,,j 
i/2 
cc &(JJ) exp( -2*14w cos &r) C 
k=O (2*‘4W)k ’ 
as w + co, where 
Dk(y) =&(P) cos[&r(v - k - 4) + ~2”~ sin iq] 
and where the coefficients Ak(v) and A,(2k -t- Y + 1) are given by (4.15). 
Example 6.5. Consider H(-“2)( w; f) given by (1.3) with 
f(x2) = arccsch(x)/(x2 + 1)“2, (6.14) 
where arccsch( x) is the inverse of the hyperbolic cosecant. Since f behaves like In x near x = 0 
like xe2 as x --, cc, integral (1.3) does exist. 
By using [5, 9.100, 1.121.281 we find 
f(S) = i_(7p kco ,i;:‘::s, S-(k+l), ISI > 1, 
whence, because of Euler’s integral, it follows f =3( F) with 
Letting y * be an incomplete gamma function [l, 65.291 we have 










where we take into account of [l, 6.5.3, 6.5.4, 6.5321. 
In this case it is not easy to see if Lemma 2.1 is applicable. However, in view of (6.16), (6.17) 
we may assert that the integral 
H(-“2)( w; f) = (2w1j1/2 imexp( - 3) t-iflF( t) dr 
does exist, for all sufficiently large w. 
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Accordingly, an application of Watson's Lemma, after an obvious change of variable, 
produces 
g,-,/2,(to; (_ i)kr(½+k)(2] 2k+'/2 
k=0 ' 
We observe that expansion (6.17) can be also directly deduced from series (6.16) by consider- 
ing the method outlines in [2, p. 151]. This is an effective procedure for obtaining asymptotic 
expansions for functions defined by their Maclaurin series: for a discussion of this topic see [9, p. 
137]. However it is difficult to see whether such an approach is of general application. 
Example 6.6. Let Ht')(to; f )  be given by (1.1) with 
f (x2) =e -x2 Y'. (--1)kx2k 04  Ixl < ~.  (6.18) 
k=O k!( k + 2) 2' 
Here assumptions (5.1), (5.2) are valid with 
Ck=(--1)ky '. ( j+2) -2=( - -1 )  te -2 ' ( l+e- ' )d t ,  
y~O 
where we have used 
1 / f  = t e -(j+2)t dt, j = 0, 1, k. 
( j  + 2) 2 .. . .  
Thus, 
OO 
f(s) = fot  e -2t exp[-s(1 + e-')] dt. 
From this we get f(s) -- O(e-S), as s ---, ~ ,  so that integral H¢~)(to; f )  given by (1.1) does 
exist for all Re v > - 1. 
It follows that representation (5.5) in the present case takes the form 
277ato 'm[  4(1 +e -t)to2 ] H( ' ) ( to ; f )=  fo exp ( l+e- t ) - " - :e -2 t td t .  
Accordingly, an application of Laplace's method produces 
-~  (22(v - -3 )26(3v2- -21v+32)  ) 
H(')(to; f )  - e -'°2/s 1 + to2 + to4 + "'" ' 
as to --.} ~. 
7. Some overall conclusions 
We consider asymptotic expansions of integral Ht')(to; f )  given by (1.1) for large values of to. 
Since the application of standard methods hows failure, an alternative form for this integral is 
established (Lemma 2.1 of Section 2). This is based on an integral representation for the 
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integrand function f of H(~)(~; f ) .  We consider with some detail the case in which f is assumed 
to be a Laplace transform. 
However the derivation of asymptotic expansions from the new integral representation 
H(")(~; f )  seems to be closely related to the characteristics of f .  Thus the determination of 
asymptotic expansions for H(~)(o~; f )  can be pushed further only if more information about 
function f is requested. Because of this we demonstrate the usefulness of the new integral 
representation for H(~)(t~; f )  by several examples; each of these showing different purposes of 
f .  Although we restrict our considerations to some typical situation, from examples and 
applications it appears that the method is adaptable to wide classes of integrand functions. 
Finally we observe that in [3] it is conjectured that, in according to f(s) analytic or not at 
s = 0, the integral H(°)(w; f )  decays exponentially or algebraically (respectively) as o~ -,  ~ .  
All examples and Theorems of this paper confirm this conjecture and show that it can be 
extended to the integral H(~)(~; f )  with v 4: O. 
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